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Blessed and Burdened
 
INTRO to SCRIPTURE 
 
All the gospels tell stories of Jesus’ baptism.  
Not surprisingly, Mark’s version is succinct.  
And so is his version of Jesus’ temptation in 
the wilderness.  As we will hear, Jesus is 
both blessed and burdened by his particular 
gifts and callings. 
 
 
SERMON 
 
Martin Luther King, Jr. was baptized when 
he was seven years old.  One biographer 
says it “made little impression on him.”  I 
suspect that was not true of his parents and 
the congregation around him.  With his 
evident precociousness and passion, I 
suspect there were already many hopes and 
dreams for him in that room. 
 
MLK was a man both blessed and burdened.   
He was blessed with a silver tongue and a 
passion for justice.  These gifts blessed his 
community, our country, and the world.  
However, as he moved deeper and deeper 
into his calling in the civil rights movement, 
these very blessings became an increasing 
burden for him and his family.  They all 
suffered.   
 
Most of us will not be famous, yet we each 
have gifts that are needed by the world. 
 

 
a gift for numbers, art, silence, teaching,  
woodworking, imagining, …. (fill in the 
blank.). Each of these is a blessing to the 
one who has that gift but even more it is a 
blessing for the common good.  Each of 
those gifts helps to make the community 
stronger and more whole.   
 
Yet those same gifts can tempt us by 
“puffing up” our egos and making us think 
it’s about us.  On the other hand, our 
families and our communities can put too 
much pressure on us to overuse those gifts. 
  
Temptation is a complicated matter.  
Sometimes it’s direct.  We can see it coming 
like a mac truck.   Other times, it’s so subtle 
we only recognize it in the rearview mirror.   
 
  Oscar Wilde famously said, 
  I can resist anything but temptation. 
 
Maybe you’ve seen one of the temptation 
kind of experiments with young children 
and candy.  The experiment tests their 
capacity for delayed gratification.  There is 
one where the child, about 4 years old, is 
put in a small room with a table and a piece 
of chocolate. The child is told by the 
researcher that if she can wait 5 minutes 
without eating the chocolate she will get an 
additional piece of chocolate.  After the 
instructions the adult leaves the room.   



Not surprisingly, some children eat the 
chocolate immediately.  Some wait the full 
five minutes and then receive two pieces.  
The others struggle for a while, with their 
whole bodies showing the intensity of their 
turmoil; and then they eat the chocolate.  I 
particularly enjoyed the little girl who licked 
the chocolate and then put it back down.  
 
In a recent interview, Pope Francis 
suggested that we reconsider the 
translation about temptation in the Lord’s 
Prayer.   
       Lead us not into temptation.                
The pope, concerned that anyone think that 
God would intentionally lead us toward sin, 
suggested an alternative.  
        Do not let us fall into temptation.  
 
In light of the experiment with children 
maybe we should say, Do not let us fall into 
test rooms set up by researchers. 
 
The pope’s concern about the portrayal of 
God as a capricious sort who delights in 
testing and tempting folk is right on. 
However, no one escapes the temptations 
that come from day to day living.  Life leads 
us into temptation – both direct and subtle. 
 
The sins of commission –  
     the things we do that we shouldn’t, and 
the sins of omission – 
     the things we do not do, that we should 
are before us all the time.  It is only in 
learning to deal with these temptations and 
the consequences of our action or non- 
action that we deepen spiritually.   
 
In today’s reading, right on the heels of the 
blessing of baptism we encounter the 
burden of temptation in the wilderness.  In 
fact, Mark suggests that the Spirit did lead 
Jesus into the wilderness.  It resonates with 

classic initiation rites in many cultures.    
Lest the ego swell dangerously, the blessing 
is tested and it’s not easy.   
 
Wilderness times are painful.  They 
confront our egos.  They challenge our 
tribal tendencies.  They drive us deeper into 
the oneness of all creation.   
 
Wilderness times may come in response to 
job loss, medical crisis, rupture in 
relationship, identity crisis, bad decisions, 
inability to act, etc.  I agree with Pope 
Francis - God doesn’t give us these 
experiences to see what we will do. They 
are simply part of life. The spiritual 
challenge is what will we do with them?  In 
addition, will we be aware of the angels 
who arrive to help us?  Mark reminds us 
that Jesus was not alone in the wilderness – 
there were angels – messengers from God – 
who were with him. 
 
Maybe you’ve heard a version of this story. 
Authorities put out a warning about a 
potential flood.  A man says he puts his 
trust in God to provide a miracle if there is a 
problem.  As the waters rise,  
a neighbor offers him a ride in a car  
then someone passing in a canoe 
then people in a motor boat 
then a helicopter with a rope ladder, 
all offer help but he refuses, saying God will 
save him.  The waters keep coming.  He 
doesn’t make it.  When he gets to heaven 
he asks God, “Where was the miracle?”  
God responds, “ I sent a warning, a car, a 
canoe, a motor boat, a rope ladder.  What 
more did you want?” 
 
Following in the Way of Jesus, calls us to 
particularly confront temptations around 
truthfulness and faithfulness.  What kind of 
angels – what kind of messengers are we?  



With what will we just go along before we 
speak up, before we work for change? 
 
This past week we have been confronted 
with the question - when politicians use 
vulgar and racist comments to speak of 
other peoples and countries, what will 
other politicians and other citizens do?   
 
Words matter.  They shape practice and 
policy.  People matter.  Jared Similien, one 
of our confirmation youth, and his brother 
Noah, have a grandmother and other 
relatives in Haiti.  What will we say to 
them? 
 
How about - Black lives matter.    
  
 
 


